The Simple Splittable Flying Splice (SFS)…Step by Step

1. **Apply tape left to right and tear**
   - 1/4" from edge
   - Fold back and temporarily secure the last lap of paper. Apply tape across the roll, starting and ending 1/4 inch from the right and left edges.
   - Press a straight-edge firmly on the tape and tear. Hand tearing may cause pre-separation. Rub down the tape across the width of the roll, especially the leading edge.

2. **Remove upper liner**
   - Starting two inches in from the roll edge, peel upper liner off upward at a 90° angle.

3. **Attach paper**
   - Attach paper to exposed adhesive and fold back. Cut or tear to remove the excess paper.

4. **Remove lower liner**
   - Starting two inches in from the roll edge, peel the lower liner off downward at a 90° angle.

**Ready to splice**